During active behavior humans redirect their gaze several times every second within the visual environment. Where we look within static images is highly efficient, as quantified by computational models of human gaze shifts in visual search and face recognition tasks. However, when we shift gaze is mostly unknown despite its fundamental importance for survival in a dynamic world. It has been suggested that during naturalistic visuomotor behavior gaze deployment is coordinated with taskrelevant events, often predictive of future events, and studies in sportsmen suggest that timing of eye movements is learned. Here we establish that humans efficiently learn to adjust the timing of eye movements in response to environmental regularities when monitoring locations in the visual scene to detect probabilistically occurring events. To detect the events humans adopt strategies that can be understood through a computational model that includes perceptual and acting uncertainties, a minimal processing time, and, crucially, the intrinsic costs of gaze behavior. Thus, subjects traded off event detection rate with behavioral costs of carrying out eye movements. Remarkably, based on this rational bounded actor model the time course of learning the gaze strategies is fully explained by an optimal Bayesian learner with humans' characteristic uncertainty in time estimation, the wellknown scalar law of biological timing. Taken together, these findings establish that the human visual system is highly efficient in learning temporal regularities in the environment and that it can use these regularities to control the timing of eye movements to detect behaviorally relevant events.
During active behavior humans redirect their gaze several times every second within the visual environment. Where we look within static images is highly efficient, as quantified by computational models of human gaze shifts in visual search and face recognition tasks. However, when we shift gaze is mostly unknown despite its fundamental importance for survival in a dynamic world. It has been suggested that during naturalistic visuomotor behavior gaze deployment is coordinated with taskrelevant events, often predictive of future events, and studies in sportsmen suggest that timing of eye movements is learned. Here we establish that humans efficiently learn to adjust the timing of eye movements in response to environmental regularities when monitoring locations in the visual scene to detect probabilistically occurring events. To detect the events humans adopt strategies that can be understood through a computational model that includes perceptual and acting uncertainties, a minimal processing time, and, crucially, the intrinsic costs of gaze behavior. Thus, subjects traded off event detection rate with behavioral costs of carrying out eye movements. Remarkably, based on this rational bounded actor model the time course of learning the gaze strategies is fully explained by an optimal Bayesian learner with humans' characteristic uncertainty in time estimation, the wellknown scalar law of biological timing. Taken together, these findings establish that the human visual system is highly efficient in learning temporal regularities in the environment and that it can use these regularities to control the timing of eye movements to detect behaviorally relevant events.
eye movements | computational modeling | decision making | learning | visual attention W e live in a dynamic and ever-changing environment. To avoid missing crucial events, we need to constantly use new sensory information to monitor our surroundings. However, the fraction of the visual environment that can be perceived at a given moment is limited by the placement of the eyes and the arrangement of the receptor cells within the eyes (1) . Thus, continuously monitoring environmental locations, even when we know which regions in space contain relevant information, is unfeasible. Instead, we actively explore by targeting the visual apparatus toward regions of interest using proper movements of the eyes, head, and body (2) (3) (4) (5) . This constitutes a fundamental computational problem requiring humans to decide sequentially when to look where. Solving this problem arguably has been crucial to our survival from the early human hunters pursuing a herd of prey and avoiding predators to the modern human navigating a crowded sidewalk and crossing a busy road.
So far, the emphasis of most studies on eye movements has been on spatial gaze selection. Its exquisite adaptability can be appreciated by considering the different factors influencing gaze, including low-level image features (6) , scene gist (7) and scene semantics (8) , task constraints (9) , and extrinsic rewards (10) ; also, combinations of factors have been investigated (11) . Studies have cast doubt on the optimality of spatial gaze selection (12) (13) (14) , but computational models of the spatial selection have in part established that humans are close to optimal in targeting locations in the visual scene, as in visual search for visible (15) and invisible targets (16) as well as face recognition (17) and pattern classification (18) . Although these studies provide insights into where humans look in a visual scene, the ability of managing complex tasks cannot be explained solely by optimal spatial gaze selection. Even if relevant spatial locations in the scene have been determined these regions must be monitored over time to detect behaviorally relevant changes and thus keep information updated for action selection in accordance with the current state of the environment. Successfully dealing with the dynamic environment therefore requires intelligently distributing the limited visual resources over time. For example, where should we look if the task is to detect an event occurring at one of several possible locations? In the beginning, if the temporal regularities in a new environment are unknown, it may be best to look quickly at all relevant locations equally long. However, with more and more observations of events and their durations, we may be able to use the learned temporal regularities. To keep the overall uncertainty as low as possible, fast-changing regions (e.g., streets with cars) should be attended more frequently than slow-changing regions (e.g., walkways with pedestrians).
Although little is known about how the dynamics in the environment influence human gaze behavior, empirical evidence suggests sophisticated temporal control of eye movements, as in object manipulation (19, 20) and natural behavior (4, 5) . A common observation is that gaze is often predictive both of physical events (21) and events caused by other people (22) , and studies comparing novices' and experienced sportsmen's gaze coordination suggest that temporal gaze selection is learned (23) . However, the temporal course of these eye movements and how they are influenced by the event durations in the environment has not been investigated so far. We argue that understanding human eye movements in natural dynamic settings can only be achieved by incorporating the temporal control of the visual apparatus. Also, modeling of temporal eye movement allocation is scarce, with notable exceptions (24) , but whereas ideal observers (15) (16) (17) model behavior after learning has completed and usually exclude intrinsic costs, reinforcement learning models based on Markov
Significance
In a dynamic world humans not only have to decide where to look but also when to direct their gaze to potentially informative locations in the visual scene. Little is known about how timing of eye movements is related to environmental regularities and how gaze strategies are learned. Here we present behavioral data establishing that humans learn to adjust their temporal eye movements efficiently. Our computational model shows how established properties of the visual system determine the timing of gaze. Surprisingly, a Bayesian learner only incorporating the scalar law of biological timing can fully explain the course of learning these strategies. Thus, humans use temporal regularities learned from observations to adjust the scheduling of eye movements in a nearly optimal way. decision processes (16, 24) can be applied to situations involving perceptual uncertainty at best only approximately.
Here we present behavioral data and results from a computational model establishing several properties of human active visual strategies specific to temporally varying stimuli. In particular, we address the question of what factors specifically need to be accounted for to predict human gaze timing behavior in response to environmental events, and how learning proceeds. To this end, we created a temporal event detection (TED) task to investigate how humans adjust their eye movement strategies when learning temporal regularities. Our task enables investigating the unknown temporal aspects of eye movement strategies by isolating them from spatial selection and the complexity that arises from natural images. Our results are the first to our knowledge to show that human eye movements are consistently related to temporal regularities in the environment. We further provide a computational model explaining the observed gaze behavior as an interaction of perceptual and action uncertainties as well as intrinsic costs and biological constraints. Surprisingly, based on this model alone, the learning progress is accounted for without any additional assumptions only based on the scalar law of biological timing, allowing crucial insights into how observers alter their behavior due to task demands and environmental regularities.
Results
Behavioral Results. The TED task required participants to complete 30 experimental blocks, each consisting of 20 consecutive trials. Subjects were instructed to detect a single event on each trial and press a button to indicate the detection of the event, which could occur at one of two possible locations with equal probability (Fig. 1A) . This event consisted of a little dot at the center of the two locations that disappeared for a certain duration. The visual separation of the two locations was chosen such that subjects could not detect an event extrafoveally (i.e., when fixating the other location). In each block, event durations were constant but unknown to the subjects in the beginning. They were generated probabilistically from three distributions over event durations, termed short (S), medium (M), and long (L). The rationale of this experimental design was that there is no single optimal strategy for all blocks in the experiment, but rather subjects have to adapt their strategies to the event durations in the respective block (Fig. 1B) . Thus, over the course of 20 consecutive trials per block, subjects could learn the event durations by observing events.
We investigated how participants changed their switching behavior over trials within individual blocks as a consequence of learning the constant event durations within a single block. Fig.  2A shows two example trials for participant MK, both from the same block (block LS-long event duration at the left region and short event duration at the right region). In the first trial when event durations were unknown ( Fig. 2A, Upper) , MK switched evenly between the regions to detect the event (t 7 = 0.48; P = 0.64). However, at the end of this block in Trial 20 we observed a clear change in the switching pattern (SP) ( Fig.  2A, Lower) . There was a shift in the mean fixation duration over the course of the block ( Fig. 2A, Right) . The region associated with the short event durations was fixated longer in the last trial of the block (t 4 = 2.75; P = 0.04). Hence, the subject changed the gaze SP over trials in this particular block in response to the event durations at the two locations.
Mean fixation durations aggregated over all participants are shown in Fig. 2B . Steady-state behavior across subjects was reached within the first 5 to 10 trials within a block, suggesting that participants were able to quickly learn the event durations. Behavioral changes were consistent across conditions. In conditions with different event durations (SM, SL, and ML), regions with shorter event durations were fixated longer in later trials of the block (all differences were highly significant with P < 10 −5 ). Fig. 1 . Experimental procedure for the TED task and implications for eye movement strategies. (A) Single trial structure and stimulus generation. Participants switched their gaze between two regions marked by gray circles to detect a single event. The event consisted of the little dot within one of the circles disappearing (depicted as occurring on the left side in this trial). Participants confirmed the detection of an event by indicating the region (left or right) through a button press. The event duration (how long the dot was invisible) was drawn from one of three probability distributions (short, medium, and long). Overall, six different conditions resulting from the combination of three event durations and two spatial locations were used in the experiment (SS, MM, LL, SM, SL, MM, and LL). A single block consisted of 20 consecutive trials with event durations drawn from the same distributions. For example, in a block LS all events occurring at the left region were long events with a mean duration of 1.5 s, and all events occurring at the right region were short events with a mean duration of 0.15 s. A single event for the condition LS was generated as follows (lower left). First, the start time for the event was drawn from a uniform distribution between 2 and 8 s. Next, the region where the event occurred was either left or right with equal probability. Finally, the duration of the event was drawn dependent on where the event occurred. Given that in the example the condition was LS and the event was determined to occur at the left region, the event duration was drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean 1.5 s (long event). (B) Eye movement strategies for different conditions. The relationship between SPs and the probability of missing the event in a single trial is shown for two conditions. For condition MM (Upper) the probability of missing an event is lower for faster switching (short fixation durations at both regions). For condition LS (long events at the left region and short events at the right region) the probability of missing an event can be decreased by longer fixating the region with short events (i.e., the right region).
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Participants' gaze behavior was not only influenced by whether the event durations were different but was also guided by the size of the difference (Fig. 2C , Left). Greater differences in event durations lead to greater differences in the fixation durations (linear regression, r 2 = 0.93, P < 0.002). Moreover, the overall mean fixation duration aggregated over both regions was affected by the overall mean event durations (Fig. 2C, Right) . Participants, in general, switched faster between the regions if the mean event duration was small (linear regression, r 2 = 0.88, P < 0.005). Blocks with long overall event durations (e.g., LL) yielded longer mean fixation durations compared with blocks with short event durations (e.g., SS). Taken together, these results establish that participants quickly adapted their eye movement strategies to the task requirements given by the timing of events. However, further inspection of the behavioral data suggests nontrivial aspects of the gaze-switching strategies. The conditions in our TED task differed in task difficulty depending on the event durations (Fig. 2D) specific condition, the more difficult was the task. Improvement over the course of a block differed between conditions ( Fig. 2E ) and participants only improved in detection accuracy in conditions associated with a high task difficulty. In contrast, participants showed a slight decrease in performance in the other conditions. This can be represented as arrows pointing from the observed switching behavior in the first trial to the behavior in the last trial within blocks in the action space (Fig. 2F ). Overall, several aspects remain unclear: the different rates of change in switching frequencies across trials in a block as well as the different directions and end points of behavioral changes observed in the performance space.
Bounded Actor Model. We hypothesized that multiple processes are involved in generating the observed behavior, based on the behavioral results in the TED task and taking into account known facts about human time constraints in visual processing, time perception, eye movement variability, and intrinsic costs. Starting from an ideal observer (25) we developed a bounded actor model by augmenting it with computational components modeling these processes ( Fig. 3A and see Supporting Information for a derivation of the ideal observer and further model components).
The ideal observer chooses SPs that maximize performance in the task. The gaze behavior suggested by the ideal observer corresponds to the SP with the lowest probability of missing the event (Fig. 2F) . We extend this model by including perceptual uncertainty, which limits the accuracy of estimating event durations from observations. Extensive literature has reported how time intervals are perceived and reproduced (26) (27) (28) . The central finding is the so-called scalar law of biological timing (26, 29) , a linear relationship between the mean and the SD of estimates in the interval timing task. We included perceptual uncertainty in the ideal observer model based on the values found in the literature.
The second extension of the model accounts for eye movement variability, which limits the ability of humans to accurately execute planned eye movements and has been reported frequently in the literature. Although many factors may contribute to this variability in action outcomes, humans have been shown to take this variability into account (30) . Further evidence for this comes from experiments that have shown that in a reproduction task the impact of prior knowledge on behavior increased according to the uncertainty in time estimation (31) and studies that extended an ideal observer to an ideal actor by including behavioral timing variability (32) . To describe the variability of fixation durations we used an exponential Gaussian distribution (33) because it is a common choice for describing fixation durations (34) (35) (36) (37) . The parameters were estimated from our data using maximum likelihood.
Although behavioral costs in biological systems are a fundamental fact, very little is known about such costs for eye movements, because research has so far focused on extrinsic costs (10, 11, 24) . We included costs in our model by hypothesizing that switching more frequently is associated with increased effort. In a similar task that did not reward faster switching participants showed fixation durations of about 1 s (38) . To our knowledge a concrete shape of these costs has not been investigated yet, and in the present study we used a sigmoid function (Fig. 3B, Right) for which the parameters were estimated using least squares from the measured data.
Finally, the model has so far neglected that all neural and motor processes involved take time. The time required for visual processing is highly dependent on the task at hand. It can be very fast (39) ; however, in the context of an alternative choice task processing is done within the first 150 ms (40) and does not improve with familiarity of the stimulus (41) . In our study, the demands for the decision were much lower because discriminating between the two states of a region (ongoing event or no event) is rather simple. Still, there are some additional constraints that limit the velocity of switching: eye-brain lag and time of planning and initiating a saccade (42) . In addition, prior research suggests that in general saccades are triggered after processing the current fixation has reached some degree of completeness (43) . We estimated the mean processing time (Fig. 3B , Left) from our behavioral data using least squares.
To investigate which model should be favored in explaining the observed gaze-switching behavior we fitted the model leaving out one component at a time and computed the Akaike . White dots are the mean fixation durations of our subjects aggregated over individual blocks. The optimal strategy is marked with a black cross for each model. The Ideal Observer only takes the probability of missing an event into account. The Ideal Actor also accounts for variability in the execution of eye movement plans, thus suppressing long fixations (because they increase the risk of missing the event). Therefore, strategies using shorter fixation durations are favored. Next, additive costs for faster switching yield a preference for longer fixation durations. Hence, less value is given to very fast SPs. Finally, the Bounded Actor model excludes very short fixation durations, which are biologically impossible, because they do not allow sufficient time for processing visual information. information criterion (AIC) for each of these models. The results are shown in Fig. 3C . The conditional probability for each model was calculated by computing the Akaike weights from the AIC values as suggested in ref. 44 . We found that gaze switches were more than 10,000 times more probable under the full model compared with the second-best model (Table S1 and Fig. S3 ). In addition, models lacking a single component deviate severely from the observed behavior (Fig. S4 ). This strongly suggests that the temporal course of eye movements cannot be explained solely on the basis of an ideal observer. Instead, multiple characteristics of perceptual uncertainty, behavioral variability, intrinsic costs, and biological constraints have to be included.
Bayesian Learner Model. All models so far have assumed full knowledge of the event durations, as is common in ideal observer models. This neglects the fact that event durations were a priori unknown to the participants at the beginning of each block of trials and needed to be inferred from observations. In our TED task information about the event durations cannot be accessed directly but must be inferred from different types of censored and uncensored observations (Fig. 4A) . Using a Bayesian learner we simulated the subjects' mean estimate and uncertainty of the event duration for each trial in a block using Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques (Fig. 4B ). We used a single Gaussian distribution fitted to the true event durations for the three conditions to describe subjects' initial belief before the first observation within a block. Our Bayesian learner enables us to simulate the bounded actor model for every trial of a block using the mean estimates (Fig. 4C) . The results show that our bounded actor together with the ideal Bayesian learner is sufficient to recover the main characteristics of the behavioral data. Crucially, the proposed learner does not introduce any further assumptions or parameters. This means that the behavioral changes we observed can be explained solely by changes in the estimates of the event durations. As with the steady-state case, all included factors contributed uniquely to the model. Omitting a single component led to severe deviation from the human data (Fig. S4 ).
Discussion
The current study investigated how humans learn to adjust their eye movement strategies to detect relevant events in their environment. The minimal computational model matching key properties of observed gaze behavior includes perceptual uncertainty about duration, action variability in generated gaze switches, a minimal visual processing time, and, finally, intrinsic costs for switching gaze. The bounded actor model explains seemingly suboptimal behavior such as the decrease in performance in easier task conditions as a trade-off between detection probability and faster but more costly eye movement switching. With respect to this bounded actor model, the experimentally measured switching times at the end of the blocks were close to optimal. Whereas ideal observer models (15) (16) (17) assume that the behaviorally relevant uncertainties are all known to the observer, here we also modeled the learning progress. The speed at which learning proceeded was remarkable; subjects were close to their final gaze-switching frequencies after only 5 to 10 trials on average, suggesting that the observed gaze behavior was not idiosyncratic to the TED task. Based on the bounded actor model we proposed a Bayesian optimal learner, which only incorporates the inherent perceptual uncertainty about time passage on the basis of the scalar law of biological timing (26, 28, 29) . Remarkably, this source of uncertainty was sufficient to fully account for the learning progress. This suggests that the human visual system is highly efficient in learning temporal regularities of events in the environment and that it can use these to direct gaze to locations in which behaviorally relevant events will occur. Taken together, this study provides further evidence for the importance of the behavioral goal in perceptual strategies (2, 9, 24), because low-level visual feature saliency cannot account for the gaze switches (45) . Instead, cognitive inferences on the basis of successive observations and detections of visual events lead to changes in gaze strategies. At the beginning of a block, participants spent equal observation times between targets to learn about the two event durations and progressively looked longer at the location with the shorter event duration. This implies that internal representations of event durations were likely used to adjust the perceptual strategy of looking for future events. A further important feature of the TED task and the presented model is that, contrary to previous studies (15) (16) (17) , the informativeness of spatial locations changes moment by moment and not fixation by fixation, which corresponds more to naturalistic settings. Under such circumstances, optimality of behavior is not exclusively evaluated with respect to a single, next gaze shift, but instead is driven by a complex sequence of behavioral decisions based on uncertain and noisy sensory measurements. In this respect, our TED task is much closer to natural vision than experiments with static displays. However, the spatial locations in our task were fixed and the visual stimuli were simple geometric shapes. Naturalistic vision involves stimuli of rich spatiotemporal statistics (46) and semantic content across the entire visual field. How the results observed in this study transfer to subjects learning to attend in more naturalistic scenarios will require further research. The challenge under such circumstances is to quantify relative uncertainties as well as costs and benefits of all contributing factors. There is nothing that in principle precludes applying the framework developed here to such situations because of its generality. Clearly, several factors indicate that participants did not depart dramatically from eye movement strategies in more normal viewing environments, and thus that natural behavior transferred well to the TED task. First, subjects did not receive extensive training (Materials and Methods). Second, they showed only minimal changes in learning behavior across blocks over the duration of the entire experiment (Fig. S5) . Third, intersaccadic interval statistics were very close to the ones observed in naturalistic settings according to previous literature (34) (35) (36) (37) . Overall, the found concepts contribute uniquely to our understanding of human visual behavior and should inform our ideas about neuronal mechanisms underlying attentional shifts (47), conceptualized as sequential decisions. The results of this study may similarly be relevant for the understanding of learning optimal sensory strategies in other modalities and the methodologies can fruitfully be applied there, too.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Ten undergraduate subjects (four females) took part in the experiment in exchange for course credit. The participants' ages ranged from 18 to 30 y. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Data from two subjects were not included into the analysis due to insufficient quality of the eye movement data. Participants completed two to four shorter training blocks (10 trials per block) before the experiment to get used to the setting and the task (on average 5 min). The number of training blocks, however, had no influence on task performance. All experimental procedures were approved by the ethics committee of the Darmstadt University of Technology. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Stimuli and Analysis. The two regions (distance 35°) were presented on a Flatron W2242TE monitor (1,680 × 1,050 resolution and 60-Hz refresh rate). Each region was marked with a gray circle (0.52°in diameter). Contrast of the target dot was adjusted to prevent extrafoveal vision. Eye movement data were collected using SMI Eye Tracking Glasses (60-Hz sample rate). Calibration was done using a three-point calibration. For detection of saccades, fixations, and blinks dispersion-threshold identification was used.
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Statistics of the TED Task Events for the TED task were generated according to the graphical model presented in Fig. S2A . An event was defined as a tuple ðs, d, qÞ with the generative process
where the random variable s denotes the event's starting time within a trial, which was distributed uniformly between a = 2s and b = 8s. The region q where the event occurs (q = 0: left; q = 1: right) was drawn from a binomial distribution and the event's duration d from a Gaussian distribution. The SD of the event durations σ was fixed to a small value (100 ms). Events were equally probable at both regions (P = 0.5). The mean of the event duration depended on the region where the event occurred. The mean event durations for the right region (μ R ) and for the left region (μ L ) were fixed over the course of a block according to the respective condition. For example, in a block belonging to condition LM (long-medium) μ L and μ R were set to 1.5 s and 0.75 s, respectively. Because the goal in each trial was to detect the event we established the relationship between SPs and detection probability. Therefore, we first derived the probability that an event ends at time e at region q based on the generative process. This corresponds to the joint distribution pðe, qÞ, which can be factorized into pðe, rÞ = pðejrÞpðrÞ. For any event the ending time is the sum of the starting time and the duration. The probability of an event's ending at a specific time e given the region r can be computed by the sum of s and d, which results in the convolution of the respective probability density functions pðejqÞ = pðsÞ p pðdjqÞ
The last identity follows from the convolution of a Gaussian and a Uniform distribution, where ψ θ denotes the cumulative distribution of a normal distributed variable centered at θ. We formalized SPs as a tuple ðf L , δ, f R Þ, where f L and f R are the fixation durations for the left and right region, respectively, and δ is the time needed to move focus from one position to the other (i.e., the duration of a saccade). Using our results for the distribution of event ending times we derived the probability of missing an event when performing a SPs (Fig. S2B) . For a single region (e.g., R), the time between two consecutive fixations is f L + 2δ. Events both starting and ending within this time range at region R are regarded as missed. The probability of missing an event at region R while fixating L can therefore be computed as
[S6]
The probability of missing an event at region L can be computed analogously. The event-generating process implies that events are mutually exclusive at the two regions. Therefore, we can compute the probability of missing an event when performing the SP (f L , δ, f R ) by marginalizing over the regions
[S7]
The derived probability of missing an event only covers the sequence of two fixations. Thus, the total time covered is f L + f R + 2δ. To compute the probability of missing an event over the course of the entire trial and to compare different SPs, we divided by the total time covered by the SP. As a result we get the expected probability of missing an event in a single time step Δt associated with a certain SP:
Computational Models of Gaze Switching Behavior Based on the statistical relationships derived from the event-generating process we now propose different models for determining the optimal SP assuming that the event durations are learned. The time needed to perform a saccade is small compared with the fixation durations and by and large determined by its amplitude as reflected by the main sequence relation. Thus, δ was treated as a fixed value and omitted from the equations. Further, the probability of missing the event when performing a certain SP can be expressed as a task-related cost function c miss ðf L , f R Þ. We started by deriving an ideal observer that chooses SPs f L , f R solely by minimizing c miss :
[S9]
Ideal observer models are frequently used to investigate human behavior involving perceptual inferences. However, a perceptual problem may have multiple ideal observer models depending on which quantities are assumed to be unknown. Ideal observers usually do not consider costs but provide a general solution to an inference problem. Therefore, we extended our ideal observer to obtain more realistic models. First, by using the true event durations d the ideal observer assumes perfect knowledge about the generative process. Especially, the mean durations for both regions (μ L and μ R ) are assumed to be known. This is clearly not the case in the beginning of the blocks and even after learning perceptual uncertainty and, crucially, the scalar property prevents complete knowledge. Although the former is irrelevant for the case of learned event durations, the latter is not. Building on findings regarding the scalar property we augmented the ideal observer by including signal-depending Gaussian noise on the true variance of event durations σ 2 . As a result the distribution djq becomes N ðθ, σ 2 + wf θÞ, where wf is the Weber fraction.
Second, the ideal observer only considers task performance for determining optimal SPs. It implicitly assumes that SPs do not differ with respect to other relevant metrics. However, switching at a very high frequency consumes more metabolic energy and can be associated with further internal costs. Therefore, we hypothesized that human behavior is the result of trading off task performance and intrinsic costs:
where α quantifies eye movement costs in units of c miss . To our knowledge the exact shape of these costs is unknown. We hypothesize that eye movement costs are proportional to the switching frequency and therefore to the sum of the fixation durations. We used the positive range of a bell curve as a cost function:
where τ controls how quickly costs increase with switching frequency. So far, all models have assumed the SPs to be deterministic. However, humans clearly are not capable of performing an eye movement pattern without variability. In addition, they have shown to take motor variability into account when choosing actions, and hence they can be described as ideal actors. The ideal actor model takes into account that there is variation when targeting a certain SP f L , f R . This property can be considered by no longer treating fixation durations as fixed but as samples drawn from some distribution. We chose an exponential Gaussian, centered at the targeted durations f L and f R :
for X in (L,R), whose expected value E½f = ζ + η is equal to the respective target fixation duration f X . Given f X the shape parameters of the distribution were determined using f X = ζ + η together with ζ = w 0 + w 1 η. The regression parameters w 0 and w 1 as well as ω were estimated from the data. The expected value of c miss ðf L , f R Þ is then computed by marginalizing out the variability of f L , f R :
Finally, SPs are constrained by the abilities of the motor system and the speed of information processing. As a consequence, targeted fixations durations have a lower bound. To account for this constraint, we propose a threshold using a cumulative Gaussian:
where the mean β was estimated from the data and γ 2 was fixed to a small value. Combining all components yields the bounded actor:
[S15]
Parameter Estimation Parameters were estimated by least squares using the aggregated data from trials 10-20, because switching behavior was stable across subjects during this period. AIC values for the models were computed according to ref. 48 as
where n is the number of data points, p the number of free parameters, and SSE is the sum of squared errors. The constant C contains all additive components that are shared between the models. Because we use the difference of AIC values between the models for model comparison, these constant values can be ignored, because they cancel out. Akaike weights were computed according to ref. 44 as
where i refers to the model the weight is computed for and Δ i ðAICÞ is the difference in AIC between the ith model and the model with the minimum AIC. The Akaike weight of a model is a measure for how likely it is that the respective model is the best among the set of models. The probability ratio between two competing models i and j was computed as the quotient of their respective weights w i =w j .
Lower Bound Model Fit
Our model predicted a single optimal fixation duration for each aggregated line in Fig. S3D (in the range of trials [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The SSE was computed as the variation around this predicted value and then used to obtain the AIC. Differences in AIC were used to compare different models. However, we used the AIC solely for the purpose of model comparison, not as an absolute measure of model fit. The reason for this is that the AIC is not wellsuited for an evaluation of absolute model fit because there is no fixed lower bound. If a model were so good that it perfectly predicted the dependent variable, the error-sum-of-squares would approach zero, and the natural logarithm of this value and thereby the AIC would approach negative infinity (Eq. S16). Further, the AIC by itself is highly dependent on the units of measurement, which influence the error-sum-of-squares.
Here we present an absolute lower bound on AIC for the data presented in our experiment. We computed the SSE for a model that estimates the best-fitting parameter for each aggregated line in Fig. S3D . For each line the parameter that minimizes the SSE is the mean. The lower bound for the data we collected is SSE = 0.09 and AIC = −603.15, respectively. We used n = 90 and P = 9 (one for each line separately) parameters.
Note that this is an overly optimistic bound for two reasons. First, the estimates for fixation durations underlying the lower bound are independently chosen to best represent each individual optimal strategy. For the full model, however, these predictions are not independent because each estimated parameter simultaneously affects the optimal fixation durations for all conditions. This dependency puts a constraint on the full model that is not considered by this lower bound. Second, the lower bound assumes the sample mean of the data to be equal to the optimal fixation duration and only quantifies the variation around that mean. This neglects the variability across blocks and participants. In contrast, the full model uses all available data to estimate biologically plausible parameters. Using these parameters the optimal fixation duration is predicted by the dynamics of the full model rather than directly estimated from the data. Although this is necessary to provide generalizability and indispensable to prevent overfitting, it naturally introduces a further source for variability. This is reflected in a higher SSE of the full model compared with the lower bound.
Bayesian Learner
All models so far have assumed perfect knowledge of the event durations despite perceptual uncertainty. They are therefore only applicable to the steady-state case because event durations were unknown in the beginning of a block and had to be learned over the course of the block. Learning was formulated as updating the model's belief about the event durations through observations (Fig. 4A) . From a Bayesian perspective this can be seen as using the observation to transform a prior distribution to a posterior distribution:
where θ denotes the mean of the event duration and o a sequence of observations. The updated belief, the posterior distribution PðθjoÞ, is computed as the product of the prior PðθÞ and the likelihood PðojθÞ. The denominator normalizes the posterior to sum to one. In the TED task there are three types of observations. First, if an event starts at a region while the respective region is fixated and is perceived for the whole event duration the observation is defined as fully observed. Second, if the region is not fixated at all while the event occurs the observation is defined as missed. Third, if only a fraction of the event is observed (event is already occurring when the region is fixated) the observation is defined as partially observed. Hereby, we assume that if a region is fixated while an event occurs, participants continue fixating the respective region until the event has finished. Our data show that this is indeed the case. The different types of observations lead to different types of censoring. The resulting likelihood can computed by
where PðojθÞ is Gaussian and F is the cumulative distribution function of θ. The starting and ending times for the event are denoted as t S and t E , respectively. The time when the region of interest is fixated is denoted by t L .
To extend our models from the steady-state case to all trials the progression of uncertainty over the course of the blocks was simulated using the proposed Bayesian learner (Fig. 4B) . We computed the mean estimate and the uncertainty of the event duration for each trial in a block as follows. We repeatedly simulated events and determined the type of the resulting observation using the mean SP for each stage of a block. We then used Markov chain Monte Carlo methods to draw samples from the posterior belief about the true event durations for each trial. For each trial, the prior distribution for the event duration is equivalent to the posterior distribution in the trial before. For the first trial, we used a Gaussian distribution fitted to the means of the three event durations. To model the initial belief before the first observation, we used a Gaussian distribution fitted to the true event durations for the three conditions. We controlled the subjects' prior belief by having them perform a few training trials during which they became familiar with the overall range of event durations. The condition for the shown segment is LM (i.e., long event durations at the left region and medium event durations at the right region). The probability of missing the event (orange area) is shown for an arbitrary SP (dashed line), where the left region is fixated for a duration f L and the right region for a duration f R . Events are missed if the event's region is not fixated for the entire duration of the event. For long event durations the offset of the probability of missing an event (purple lines) is greater than for short event durations. As a consequence, the time between two fixations can be greater if the event duration is long without missing events. Differences in AIC (ΔAIC), Akaike weights [wðAICÞ] , and the probability ratios (wmin=w) were computed with respect to the full model (FM). The number of data points for all models was 90. p, number of fitted parameters.
